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In the rapid development of science and technology , our life is inseparable 
from the information system today. It is not only used in various fields, but also 
brought a qualitative leap for the development of the society. The same changes also 
occurred in the field of commercial banks, due to the introduction of information 
system, great changes have taken place in Built-in Control of commercial banks. 
Under the business operating system, how to complete each counter service and to 
prevent the occurrence of risks better, it has great value and significance for the 
future of banking development and progress. So, the author hopes that according to 
the research of the Built-in Control under the information system of bank counter 
and verify the counter system is suitable for further optimization, especially now 
covers the widest range of private business, how to maximize the degree of reduced 
counter operational risk Built-in Control and to improve bank efficiency of business 
operations better. Based on the current information system environment, commercial 
bank counter operational risk prevention and control of important practical 
significance, the author thinks that the commercial bank counter every brushstroke 
business processes and requirements which set up inside covers the Built-in Control 
of accounting risk avoidance. The business of commercial banks should be to avoid 
the risk, prevention risk as the core, balance between Built-in Control and efficiency 
is important. I use the case study method. It is divided into six chapters, through the 
discussion of the development of information technology, and even the current 
situation of the development and characteristic of traditional industry in the interior, 
thus comparison of the information system for the influence and development of 
enterprise Built-in Control, and then discuss the difference between the banks and 
traditional industry, discusses the information system is how to impact on the bank's 
development, and according to these characteristics and conclusion of counter 
business of commercial banks Built-in Control .Analyze and take A bank as an 
example that the information system how to ensure the banks Built-in Control tight 
security at the same time and improve efficiency, find the balance point. 
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